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In order to make sure that a honeymoon will be a memorable one, there needs to be deliberate planning undertaken to
make sure that the best possible trip and itinerary have been planned. This can be a somewhat challenging task for
those who are not very familiar with the steps needed to make sure a honeymoon is properly planned. This is where a
honeymoon registry comes in handy.


A honeymoon registry service is essentially a 'spin' on the classic travel agency. What the purpose of the honeymoon
registry is, is that it devises and plans out all the steps of the honeymoon long in advance so that the honeymooning
couple do not have to deal with the stress associated with planning their own honeymoon excursion.



No Small Gift



There is another unique and novel aspect to the honeymoon registry service is the fact that the service can itemize
aspects of the honeymoon and then have these itemized aspects paid for as gifts by the wedding guests. This is, in
effect, the actual registry itself  the various itemized components of the honeymoon become part of a 'registry' and
guests can donate towards the registry.



Yes, this is a somewhat surprising inroad into wedding planning, but it has grown exponentially popular in recent years.
(It also makes life incredibly easy for guests and it saves them the related responsibilities associated with purchasing
gifts.)



While this may seem like a dramatic departure from what is the 'norm' in terms of wedding and honeymoon planning, it is
also a harbinger of the wave of the future. While tradition and traditional planning all have their proper place, progress
and innovation is important as well and even weddings and honeymoons are no strangers to progress.

Look for the concept of the honeymoon registry to continue to grow in popularity as time progresses.





----------------------------------------------------

A honeymoon registry works the same as a gift registry. 

Let your guests give you portions of your dream honeymoon. 

Find out more about this perfect, unforgettable gift at http://www.honeymoon.every1loves2travel.com
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